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A note from the Chairman 
 

Martin Drake 
 
An old friend dropped by recently bearing a gift of an early volume of 
Hardwicke’s Science Gossip, an illustrated medium of interchange and 
gossip for students and lovers of nature.  This journal ran for about 35 
years at the end of the 19th century and its quaint title belies the quality 
and fascination of the content.  But you don’t need to look back 150 
years for interesting comment as you have it here in the AVDCS 
newsletter, which coincidentally started about a century later and has 
also run for at least 35 years. 

You will by now have heard that Natural Seaton has won its HLF 
funding (£621,000), and has also received substantial contributions from 
the Fine Family Foundation (£30,000) and Coastal Communities Fund 
(£300,000).  Devon Wildlife Trust and the Natural Seaton partnership 
can now press ahead with plans for fitting out the interior and garden.  
Building the centre is funded by EDDC and should have begun by the 
time you get this newsletter. The AVDCS committee has agreed to 
contribute £2000 towards the £65,000 shortfall that needs to be raised 
locally. I hope that AVDCS members can make a significant contribution 
to the events and general running of the centre when it opens in autumn 
2015. We have about 900 members, and some of you must surely be 
able to lend a hand. 

We have done well attending events this summer, thanks to the 
hard-working committee and welcome help from some members.  The 
aim is flying the flag rather than making money, but sometimes they go 
hand-in-hand.  In chronological order, our stand appeared at Seaton 
Lion’s day, BTO Ringer’s Conference at Seaton, Mole Avon’s fair where 
Neil Croton did a double-act with his own stand, Axe Vale Show, our 
own Open Day (more in the article by Lesley Clarke), Uplyme & Lyme 
Regis Horticultural Society’s Summer Show, and Natural Seaton 
Festival. 
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AVDCS received a substantial sum from donations at David 
Walter’s funeral (Newsletter 75).  As David was so much involved with 
the Wetlands, we have used this money on the viewing platform that 
you now see as you enter the marshes from the car park.  We formally 
opened the platform, complete with seats and a discrete plaque 
remembering David, in July, attended by many of his family.  It is not 
only an excellent place to look out over the marshes, but back towards 
the barn on the hillside above, where barn owls with their offspring could 
be seen this summer.  Do go and take a look. 

Another slug of income came from our marshalling at the Grizzly 
run in March.  We’ve done well out of this over the last few years and, 
as someone who ran it last year, I have to say it’s money for old rope 
just standing there for a few hours.  Many thanks to Lucy Morton for 
organising us. 

Our work parties have taken us to Colyton Community Woodland 
several times over the years.  Rob Beard thought that we should take a 
more active role in its management, which had faltered as the original 
team who set it up have moved on.  We approached Colyton Parish 
Council, who owns it, to ask whether AVDCS could take over 
management.  We now have a formal agreement with the council and 
are in the process of working up steam to get going.  Rob has already 
done a lot this summer, laying hedges and cutting the grass. We will be 
involving local groups – schools, scouts and the like – to bring it back to 
its original purpose of bringing the local community together. 

There is a wide range of articles in this newsletter. Some are 
accounts of walks and birdwatches – you are of course welcome to join 
such events and we hope you will. Perhaps you will also feel inspired to 
write an account of the day for the Newsletter! 

Importantly, we want your opinions! On the next page there is a 
list of things we, as a Committee, would like to know. Please help by 
letting us know whether we are doing the right things, and, if not what 
we should be doing. Your opinions count! 
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Member’s interests and expectations 
Martin Drake & Doug Rudge 

It’s easy for a society’s committee to get divorced from the membership, 
taking decisions on your behalf without really knowing whether it’s what 
is expected. The committee also sometimes feels that we are not 
making the most of the expertise within our membership of about 900. 
So we have a short series of questions which may help guide us in our 
decisions. It goes without saying that other comments are welcome, but 
there’s no need to spend ages on replying. Do send your response to 
anyone on the committee (all listed on the inside cover of the 
Newsletter) and we’ll summarise them in the next issue. 
 
What we do that we shouldn’t do? This question was 
prompted by low attendance at some of our events – perhaps we are 
not organising the type of walk / stroll / talk  that you want. 
 
What is missing from our programme of events? 
 
Are there any specific local issues that you would like 
to work on?  
This is really a prompt to see whether we can help organise action, such 
as work parties, that would make a real difference to members on their 
home patch. 
 
Are there any skills or abilities out there that the 
committee should be tapping into?  
For example, are there speakers prepared to give talks, potential 
leaders of walks, and perhaps people prepared to organise activities 
outside our usual range? 
 
 

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE – PLEASE LET US 
KNOW! 
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Open Morning at the Axe Estuary Wetlands. 
Lesley Clarke 

Last year Neil Croton had an excellent idea. He suggested to the 
Committee that an Open Day would be something we could try. It could 
serve several purposes: firstly to encourage recruitment of more 
members and, secondly, to tell existing members more about what we 
have been involved in as a Society. Everyone agreed this was worth 
doing and although we did not get round to doing it in 2013, this year on 
the 5th July we gave it a go. The first thing to sort out was a venue. We 
have been involved, one way or another, with the Wetlands since it first 
came in to being, so I spoke to Steve Edmonds of the Countryside 
Services Team at EDDC and he kindly gave permission for us to hold it 
there. First box ticked... 

We have a wealth of knowledge amongst our Committee, from 
Birding to Botany and more, so what we were going to do on the day 
was not too hard to decide. We started with Bird Ringing, kindly 
provided by the Axe Estuary Ringing Group, followed by Moth 
identification, which Marjorie Waters, Lucy Morton and Steve Edmonds 
provided, and then a walk around the Wetlands discussing the plant life, 
led by Mike Lock, and finally culminating in a general walk to showcase 
where the Conservation Society has been involved on the Wetlands, 
with Doug Rudge and Steve Edmonds. Whilst all of this was going on, 
Ian Waite provided 'on hand' bird identification help in the Island Hide. 
With all of this together we had a full morning of activities. 

The weather was fine and we had a steady trickle of people turn 
up to the Ringing and Moths which was a good start. Some new 
members were signed up and the saplings and wildflower seed provided 
by Neil were popular. For a first attempt, it all seemed to go well, and we 
can learn from the morning to improve it for future events and 
encourage even more visitors next time. We hope to see you there.  
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A Dartmoor stroll for birds - 28 May 2014 
Rob Johnson 

As we approached the fringes of Dartmoor by way of 
Moretonhampstead, it quickly became apparent that May blossom and 
Bluebells, so prolific this Spring and now fading at lower levels, would 
still be in their full glory up on the moor. 

A group of eleven assembled at the tiny King’s Oven car space 
between Bennet’s Cross and Warren House Inn for an all-day birding 
amble. We would head roughly south through Soussons then northeast 
via Challacombe Farm, returning by a circular route past Headland 
Warren; some five miles in all. Fleeting Linnets, high flying Swifts and a 
very cleanly marked and obliging Meadow Pipit were seen here.  

Overcast skies, just 11 degrees and light occasional drizzle, 
blown in from the northwest, did not deter us as we descended gently 
into the fresh green valley dotted with flowering hawthorn, willow and 
single rowan trees. Whinchats, so often seen just here, were replaced 
by distant Cuckoos calling, elusive 
Willow Warblers, monotonous 
Chaffinches and secretive Wrens. 
Doubts were mounting and we 
wondered if we would see many birds 
as the party continued along the track 
that now seemed more like a stream 
than a path. Visibility was good 
however, and spotters soon picked up 
more than one Cuckoo in flight 
followed by both song and views of, 
would you know it - Whinchat, Wheatear and Willow Warbler. 
Stonechats were to follow and often, as throughout our walk, had fully 
fledged and neatly flecked youngsters to feed close by. 

The usual drinks stop at the old cottage walls produced a perfect 
view of a Tree Pipit calling, as is its wont, from the top of a small conifer. 
It was so well positioned that everyone had a good ‘grilling’ of it through 
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Bob’s scope (Thanks for carrying it Bob). Small tadpoles were massed 
in the stream puddles just here and seemed to us to be bucking the 
trend, given that it was nearly June. 

Challacombe Farm rarely disappoints and as we got nearer, 
Swallows and House Martins filled the air. The martins were looping 
under the eaves to five sheltered mud cups all in a row, whilst Swallows 
swooped low under the large sycamores catching insects for their 
hungry broods in the barn. Clearly with so many mouths to feed these 
birds could not perch back and wait for a dry spell. And so it would to be 
for us too, with lunch taken in or near the 
medieval paddock by the farm cottages as a 
pair of very smart Redstarts made repeated 
visits to a nest box, their beaks crammed 
with flies from the nearby stream. Just as we 
left this little oasis, good views were had of 
Spotted Flycatchers, especially one that 
performed true to form from a barbed wire 
fence, just yards away. 

A striking male Reed Bunting was the next star and though we 
had briefly heard one much earlier, this one really 
shone in his full breeding finery and sang unusually 
strongly from the top of some willows. The long 
straight moorland path to Headland Warren Farm was 
relieved on either side by a mesmerizing haze of 
bluebells so entrancing that not one us could recall 
having seen them here before in such expansive 
profusion and so….blue! 

More Whinchat pairs, more young Whinchats 
and many more Wheatears greeted us by the dry-stone walled 
enclosures. A striking male Wheatear, in particular, was display-flying by 
soaring up from a lichen covered wall and fluttering downward with 
black and white tail well spread, hoping to attract a mate. 
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With Skylarks above us and Stonechats 
calling in the dry bracken, we joined our original 
track once more and reconnected with 
the Sousson Cuckoos. They were still 
chasing about and at times diving, 
hawk-like over our heads calling wildly 
whilst being mobbed by Meadow 
Pipits − their potential foster hosts of 
course. 

We might have been luckier 
and seen even more bird species: 
Siskin, Redpoll, maybe Crossbill or even who knows. With the forestry 
habitat now harvested and thus altered for a while - next year, Nightjars 
perhaps!  

Everyone, including some new AVDCS members, was thrilled to 
have seen so many of our target birds in such detail, with entertaining 
calls and much behavioral interest. Thank you Ian, for leading us into 
this diverse and very special habitat at this time of year.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Please note the Society’s 
website: 

 
 

 

www.axevaleconservation.org.uk 

Duck Fantastic 
In previous years, due to bad weather on the Somerset 

Levels, Ian has had to cancel this outing. If enough 
people are interested, let Ian know and he will organise 

one this winter (weather permitting)! 
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Southwest Bird Ringers’ Conference  
5 April 2014 

Donald Campbell 
A full house of around 100 bird ringers were greeted by Mike Tyler, 
Chairman of the Axe Estuary Ringing Group, and the conference was 
opened by Graham Godbeer, Chairman of East Devon District Council. 
Six speakers and a number of displays made for useful and informative 
sessions each side of lunch, before some delegates moved to the Axe 
Wetlands to see recent developments and to enjoy a barbecue.  

The first two talks related to 
species often conspicuous around the 
Axe. First, Dr Mike Hounsome 
described research on population size, 
survival rates and movements of 
Shelduck. This study, which started six 
years ago and is now supported by 
colour ringing had, as yet, only 
provided limited information about 
movements, but with 180 individuals 
using the estuary each year, statistics comparing male and female 
weights, wing lengths and other parameters were accumulating 
effectively.  

Next, Pete Potts, based at Farlington Marshes (in Hampshire, just 
east of Portsmouth), told of a much longer, 20-year-old project colour 
ringing Black-tailed Godwits. Many expeditions, particularly to Iceland 
and Portugal – where 70,000 to 100,000 godwits can occur on the 
Tagus – had produced abundant evidence of their movements, and with 
some ringed birds resighted 350 times it is not surprising that stories of 
peripatetic godwits abound. Some birds have moved from Farlington to 
Spain in three days. Birds caught and colour-ringed on the Axe have 
contributed to the study with individuals being seen at many sites in 
southern England as well as in France, Orkney, the Netherlands and at 
their Icelandic breeding sites.  
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Another highly mobile species, the Manx Shearwater, was the 
subject of Tony Taylor’s talk. He has studied them 
on Lundy for 30 years, but initially the small 
population had very limited breeding success 
because of rats. However, in 2002 poison baiting at 
2,100 bait stations around the island had 
eliminated rats and things had improved markedly. 
Finding and ringing young birds in their nest 
burrows had been far more successful than mist-
netting, and in 2013 337 young birds were ringed. 
Immigration from colonies on the Welsh islands of 
Skokholm and Skomer where competition from 
Puffins and predation by gulls is intense, led to more of the weird 
nocturnal calling which in turn attracted more shearwaters to Lundy.  

After an excellent lunch provided by Seaton’s Voice, we moved to 
Wiltshire where a large population of the declining Tree Sparrow has 
been built up through feeding and the provision of nest boxes. Matt 
Prior’s project around the Marlborough Downs began in 1999 and from 
the start the progress of every one of the 2,200 eggs laid was recorded 
for the Nest Record Scheme run by the British Trust for Ornithology. 
Initially sceptical, farmers later ran their own courses on nest box 
building, and provided over 15 tonnes of grain which also fed 
Yellowhammers and Corn Buntings.  

Back in Devon, Malcolm Burgess 
coordinated the efforts of those ringing Pied 
Flycatchers, mostly around Dartmoor where 
birds find nest boxes to be safer and more 
sheltered than natural tree holes, enabling them 
to fledge more young, to which ringers have 
easy access. 500 nest records cards had been 
completed, showing that egg laying was now 
two weeks earlier than in the 1950s, but that the very brief peak in 
caterpillar numbers had moved even further forward, a possible cause 
of the Pied Flycatcher’s decline in Europe.  
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In west Cornwall Mark Grantham coordinated a number of 
independent projects including the ringing of Peregrines, Barn Owls and 
sea birds, together with mist netting around sewage works and reed 
beds. He had persuaded the organisations to help fund the ringing, and 
the successful search for financial support, like the enthusiasm of 
individuals and the support of the B.T.O, was a recurring theme of all 
talks, as was the need for long-term commitment.  

Later, in the Wetlands, Doug Rudge outlined what had been done 
for birds and for people around Black Hole Marsh as well as what was 
going to happen in the seven hectares of Sheep’s Marsh where 
additional reedbeds, lagoons and hides were planned. Much has 
happened around the Axe in the last 15 years, as it has in the diverse 
habitats of the Undercliffs and Lyme Bay, and in interpreting the area’s 
riches ‘Seaton Jurassic’, the Discovery Centre, will make Seaton one of 
the most important ‘gateways’ to the Jurassic Coast.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Duck Fantastic 
In previous years, due to bad weather on the 

Somerset Levels, Ian has had to cancel this outing. 
If enough people are interested, let Ian know and he 

will organise one this winter (weather permitting)! 
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A stroll around the Common 
Doug Rudge 

In early June I joined Ian Waite and 18 other wildlife enthusiasts at 
Aylesbeare Common for a stroll around the Heath in search of birds and 
butterflies. As we gathered in the car park a Whitethroat called out its 
slightly scratchy, yet tuneful welcome from the top of a nearby tree. 
It was a perfect morning weather-wise, dry and warm with a pleasant 
light breeze. We crossed the road into the nature reserve and started 
scanning the gorse on either side of the path. Anticipation mounted as a 
bird was seen flitting about in the undergrowth, although this was soon 
identified as a Robin! 

At a crossroads in the path a family of Linnets greeted us, 
chattering in the treetops. Turning right and slightly downhill into classic 
Dartford Warbler territory, it wasn’t long 
before we spotted one of these wonderful 
creatures. To the south of the path we 
were treated to fantastic views of this small, 
resident, insectivorous bird, which was clearly 
collecting food for its young. 

After a little while, we managed to tear 
ourselves away and set off westwards towards the 
ponds. There was much to see along the way, including 
Golden Ringed Dragonfly, Yellowhammer, both adult and juvenile 

Stonechats with several Brimstone and 
Green Hairstreak butterflies basking in the 
sun. We also had good views of a Tree 
Pipit singing from the top of a tree near 
the path. 

When we arrived at the ponds, the 
first one we came to was alive with 
damselflies, and there were Emperor 

Dragonflies, Broad-bodied Chasers and Common Darters aplenty, most 
of which were either mating or ovipositing. 
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The second pond was alive with birds, 
with House Martins flying and calling over 
the treetops. We rested here awhile and 
were treated to a brilliant aerobatic 
display as several adult Willow 
Warblers flitted from perches to catch flies 
on the wing, then off to nearby cover to feed 
their newly fledged young. 

The third pond was alive with amphibians, 
and everywhere you looked there seemed to be hundreds of newly 
emerged toadlets crawling around like spiders on the bank. 

Our return route took us took us back to the main path, then off 
northwards before swinging back south to the crossroads. There were 
Buzzards circling in the distance, and Green Tiger beetles mating 
beneath our feet. In the wetter areas next to the 
path, sundew plants were thriving, their sticky 
secretions glistening in the sunlight. At one point 
there were an abundance of orchids, with at least 
two species flourishing in what was clearly 
perfect habitat. 

As we walked back towards the car park there was a Small Heath 
butterfly flitting along beside us and a hairy caterpillar of a Fox Moth was 
crossing our path. The Robin was there again to see us on our way. 

I have lived in East Devon for nearly 23 years and this was my 
first visit to Aylesbeare Common. I know now that I should not have 
waited so long to experience this magical place. 
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Programme of Activities 
Autumn and Winter 2014 - 2015 

 
Please wear appropriate clothing and footwear; bring a picnic to events 

marked with an asterisk (☼). Car share where possible, contacting 
leader if need be. Contact numbers: Work Party details: Donald 

Campbell 01297 552945; for Bird Watch details: Ian Waite 01297 
20326; EDDC Countryside Service 01395 517557; other queries, 

including problems with grid references and meeting points: Mike Lock 
01297 551556.  

At the end of a walk or birdwatch the leader will ask for a donation to 
Society funds.  

 
 

 
 

NOVEMBER 2014 
Sat 
1st. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Colyton 

Community 
Woodland 

Grass cutting and raking; 
hedge laying. Meet at site (SY 

245934) 
☼ - if staying 

OCTOBER 2014 
Wed.
8th. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk, c. 5 miles 
Dalwood area 

With Lesley & Pete Clarke. 
Ring 01297 20180 for meeting 

place at Dalwood. 
 

Wed. 
15th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party 
Undercliffs; 

Humble Pond 

Pond clearance. Park at  
 Whitlands (SY306911)☼	   

Sat. 
25th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party 
Undercliffs 
Haven Cliff 

Grass cutting. Meet Axmouth 
road layby (SY253900)  

Mon 
27th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Bird Watch, 
Stover and 

Yarner 

Meet at Stover Country Park 
(SX 835752) (carpark charge). 
Inform Ian Waite if attending 

Wed 
29th 
 

19.30 
- 

21.30 

Annual General 
Meeting and 

short talk  

Seaton Town Hall. Talk by 
Steve Edmonds: Local Nature 
Reserves in the Axe Vale area 

and beyond  
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Nov ctd. 
Mon. 
3rd. 

11.00 
- 

15.00 

Bird Watch, 
Bowling Green 

Marsh 

Meet Holman Way car park, 
Topsham (SX968881). Inform 

Ian Waite if attending. ☼ 
Wed 
5th. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk, with 
Donald 

Campbell.  
R Coly area 

Meet Morganhayes Plantation 
Car Park, off Colyton-

Sidmouth road. 
(SY216923)  

Wed. 
19th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party 
Undercliffs, 
Ware Pond 

Pond clearance. Park at 
Crows Nest, Ware (SY330916) 

Sat  
22nd. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk and learn: 
Trees in Winter 
Holyford Woods 

With EDDC CS and Mike Lock 
Meet and park at Seaton 
Tower layby (SY235914) 

Wed 
26th. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk, c. 5 miles, 
Trinity Hill area 

With Martin Drake. Meet 
Trinity Hill LNR car park 

(SY307958) 
Sat 
29th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party, 
Holyford Woods 

Meet at Horriford Farm 
(SY236923) 

☼ 
 

DECEMBER 2014. 
Mon 
1st. 

10.00 
- 

15.00 

Bird Watch. 
Dawlish Warren. 

Meet far end of Warren car 
park (SX980787). Inform Ian 

Waite if attending  ☼ 
Sat 
6th. 

 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party 
Tawny Wood. 
(with Devon 

Birds) 

Scrub and bramble clearance. 
Meet at entrance (ST 255013). 
Parking sparse; car share if 

possible.   ☼ 
Sat. 
13th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party.  
Undercliffs. 

Humble Glades 

Holm oak clearance. Park at 
Whitlands (SY306911) 

☼ 
 

JANUARY  2015  
Sat.. 
3rd. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk – Musbury 
area. 

With Mike Lock. Meet Musbury 
Village Hall (SY273946) 

Wed. 
14th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Trinity Hill 

Scrub bashing.  Meet at the 
Local Nature Reserve Car 

Park (SY307958) 
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Jan ctd 
Wed. 
21st. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliffs. 
Sheepwash. 

Scrub bashing. Meet at Peek 
Hall, Rousdon (SY296913)  

Long walk in. 
Mon.  
26th. 

10.00 
- 

c16.00 

Bird Watch. 
Portland 

Harbour and 
Radipole 

Meet Ferry Bridge car park 
(SY668755). Inform Ian Waite if 

attending. 

 
FEBRUARY  2014  

Sat. 
7th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party, 
Holyford Woods 

Meet at Horriford Farm  
(SY236923)   ☼ 

Wed 
18th. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk, c. 5 miles, 
Seaton Junction 

With Lesley & Pete Clarke. 
Meet at Chantry Bridge, 

Colyton (SY245942). 
Sat. 
21st.  

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party 
Undercliffs 

Humble Glades 

Holm oak clearance. Park at 
Whitlands (SY306911). 

 
MARCH 2014 

Mon. 
2nd.  

 

10.30 
- 

c18.00 

Bird Watch, 
Somerset 

Levels, with 
Starling roost  

Meet Ashcott Corner car park 
(ST449397).  Inform Ian Waite 

if attending. 

Wed.  
4th. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party 
Springhead 
(Axmouth) 

Reed cutting and raking.  
To be confirmed. Check with 

DC beforehand.  
Meet at Springhead Cross 

(SY273908) 
Mon. 
9th. 

19.30 
- 

21.00 

Talk: by Dr Rob 
Wolton. 
‘Devon's 

wonderful 
hedges’ 

Chairman of Devon Hedge 
Group.  

Kilmington Village Hall 

Sat 
14th. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk c. 5 miles– 
Uplyme area 
with Donald 

Campbell 

Cannington Viaduct and 
Prescott Pinetum. Meet 

SY316921 (E of Shapwick 
Grange Farm). 
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March ctd. 
Sat. 
21st. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Colyton 

Community 
Woodland 

Scrub bashing, grass cutting. 
Meet at site in Hillhead 

(SY245934) 

Wed 
25th. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk – Holyford 
Woods 

With Mike Lock. 
Meet and park at Seaton 
Tower layby (SY235914). 

 
Other walks and events in the area are arranged by the 

following organisations (among others): 
 

EDDC Countryside Service (01395 517557); 
www.eastdevon.gov.uk/countryside_index) 

 
[Note that EDDC Countryside service will be publishing a 
leaflet with details of events organised by a wide range of 

organisations in this area] 
 

Seaton Visitor Centre Trust 
(www.seatonvisitorcentretrust.com) 

 
Jurassic Coast Trust 

(01305 224132; www.jurassiccoast.com) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AV&DCS maroon short-sleeved poly/cotton polo 
shirts and long-sleeved sweatshirts are available in 
Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large at £14 each 

for sweatshirts and at £12.50 for polo shirts. 
All profits go into Society funds. 

Please contact Ian/Yvonne Waite on 01297 20326  
or email waite@relaxatseaton.co.uk for further 

details. 
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Devon’s Hedges 
Martin Drake 

Devon has more hedges remaining than any other county in the UK – 
about 33,000 miles.  It’s one of those statistics that should make us perk 
up and realise that we have something special on our doorstep.  They 
contribute to the ‘green and pleasant land’ that characterises the county, 
have historical significance as boundaries and are home to numerous 
animals and plants that may have trouble surviving in the more 
intensively farmed areas.  Devon is fortunate in having an active society 
devoted to its hedge, the Devon Hedge Group.  To celebrate their 20th 
year, 2014 is their Devon Hedge Year.  From June until December they 
have organised a variety of events, including several hedge-laying 
demonstrations and courses, and varied guided walks.  There will still 
be plenty going on by the time you get this newsletter.  For those with 
broadband access, their programme can be found on Devon County 
Council’s website. 

AVDCS’s contribution to raising the profile of hedges is having 
Rob Wolton, chairman of the Devon Hedge Group, coming to talk to us 
in March next year (see programme). Having heard Rob speak on 
hedges, I can assure you that this is a not-to-be-missed talk that will 
definitely inspire you to take much more notice of your boundaries. 
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Wall Mosses 
Mike Lock 

Some of you may have wondered about the little grey moss 
cushions that are found on the tops of walls. Mosses have a remarkable 
ability to withstand drying, and in dry weather they lose almost all their 
water and go into a kind of suspended animation, but as soon as it 
rains, or there is a heavy dew, their leaves absorb water and everything 
gets going again. They don’t have real roots like flowering plants; just 
hair-like threads at the base of the stems that bind them to the surface 
and help to absorb water. Moss leaves are much more delicate than 
those of ferns or flowering plants and are often just one cell thick. 
Mosses don’t produce seeds; instead they produce minute spores in 
little capsules which are usually stalked and held clear of the leaves. In 
dry weather the capsules open by a hole at the top and allow the spores 
to escape.  

There are two common mosses that grow on rocks and wall tops 
in towns and villages. The first is the Grey-cushioned Grimmia. All 
mosses now have invented English names and this one, like most, is 
almost more difficult to remember than the Latin name – Grimmia 
pulvinata. The generic name, Grimmia, commemorates a German 
doctor and botanist, Johann Grimm, and the specific name, pulvinata, 
just means ‘cushion-like’. Grimmia pulvinata forms low cushions with a 
grey-silky appearance and usually grows on acidic rocks, concrete or 
brickwork. The easiest way to distinguish Grimmia pulvinata from the 
next species is by its greenish capsules which have a stalk that is bent 
like a swan’s neck, so that the capsules are almost hidden among the 
leaves. If you have a lens or, better still, a microscope, you can see that 
the leaves taper gradually into the pale hair point at the end. It is this 
white hair point on the leaves that gives the cushions of this moss their 
silky strokeable appearance.  

The second of these common wall mosses in Wall Screw-moss 
Tortula muralis. The Latin generic name (Tortula) just means something 
small and twisted, while the specific name (muralis) means ‘of walls’. 
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Not too difficult! Like the Grey-cushioned Grimmia, the Wall Screw-moss 
grows as low grey cushions, although these are usually smaller than 
those of the Grimmia. Unlike the Grimmia, though, it grows on more 
alkaline rocks or mortar, so that you can sometimes see walls with 
Grimmia on the acid rock of the wall and the Tortula on the alkaline 
(limey) mortar that binds them together. Mosses, being small, can be 
very precise in indicating the nature of where they grow, and are often 
very choosy so that they are good indicators of very local ecological 
conditions. Wall Screw-moss is like Grey-cushioned Grimmia in forming 
small cushions that are greyish when dry, but differs in its reddish brown 
capsules, which are held upright at the end of straight stalks that hold 
them well clear of the leaves. If you look at the leaves with a lens or 
microscope, you will see that the leaf is tongue-shaped with a rounded 
end; the grey hair-point sticks out from the middle of the blunt end.  

These are just two of about 750 British species of moss, of which 
perhaps 50 are common and widespread. There are also about 300 
British liverwort species, which are less familiar but still widespread 
although usually in damper and more shady places than most mosses.  

If this stimulates you to take a greater interest in mosses, a good 
way to learn is to join a field meeting of the local Devon Bryology Group 
(details of meetings from Nigel Pinhorn (devonnaturewalks 
@btinternet.com)). A recent guide, illustrated by colour photos 
throughout, is ‘Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and Ireland: a field 
guide’ by Ian Atherton, Sam Bosanquet and Mark Lawley, published by 
the British Bryological Society (www.britishbryologicalsociety.org.uk). 
The book costs £25.95 including postage. 
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Somerset Levels – 12 May 2014 
Lesley Clarke 

On a dry day in May, seven keen birders arrived at the car park at 
Ashcott Corner to spend the day with Ian Waite looking for Bitterns, 
Hobbies and any other bird that we could find. We walked in the 
direction of Ham Walls initially, but before we had even left the car park 
we had seen Swifts, House Martins, 
Blackcap and, interestingly, a Guinea Fowl, 
which alerted us to its presence by its 
rather strange and unexpected call. We 
also saw a Hare running down the road. 

We took a slow stroll down the path to Ham Wall and were 
rewarded for our quiet approach with the number of birds we saw. The 
best of these was the Nightingale. Ian had heard that there was one in 
the area and with a bit of patience and all eyes in the group looking for it 
we found it. Nightingales usually stick to thick cover, and this is the first 
time I have properly seen one; it was a brilliant view. This little gem of a 
bird just sat in the bush, in sight, and sang. The song of the Nightingale 
is interesting as it is a mixture of trills, whistles and even a noise like a 
frog calling. After getting our fill of this bird we moved on, along this 
path. We heard Bitterns booming from the reeds, Cettis Warblers calling 

explosively from the shrubs and Cuckoos 
calling from the trees. Seen were Goldfinch, 
Little Egret, Garden Warbler and Greylag 
Geese with their young. We went down to 
the new open hide which is great but windy 
and Pete spotted the first Hobby of the day 
flying over.  
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Next we back-tracked, 
crossed over the road and 
headed towards Meare Hide. In 
the marshes we had views of 
Tufted Duck, Gadwall, Pochard 
and Coot with young. We moved 
on from there to the Meare Hide 
to have lunch, and whilst eating 
we had our first view of a Marsh 
Harrier. As there was not much 
else going on, after lunch, we 
headed over to Noah's Hide 
where we found that the old trees 
the Cormorants always nested in 
were almost gone, presumably in the gales of last winter. It had only 
been a matter of time as they were only dead stumps of drowned trees, 
but all the same it seemed a shame. We have had some fantastic 
Hobby sightings from that hide previously but not on that day. Next stop 
was the viewing platform behind Noah's Hide, and this was where the 
day became even more interesting. While we were standing there we 
had a wonderful view of a Marsh Harrier flying in front of us, then 
another one − and another! Amazingly, we had two adult males and one 
female showing themselves and, more excitingly, there were three food 
passes whilst we watched them. The two males were easy to tell apart 
as one of them was missing a primary feather. They both appeared to 
be passing to the same female who rose up to take the food from the 
same spot each time food was brought in. It was a wonderful sight 
watching the males hunting and, when they had caught something 
calling to the female to get her to come up to meet them.  

We took our fill of this wonderful display then returned to the main 
path and headed further on up the drain. The Hobbies then appeared, 
possibly because the day had warmed up and there were more insects. 
We got a nice view of a Bittern at that point when one flew in and landed 
in the reeds. Luckily we had some eagle-eyed birders among our group 
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and they found where the Bittern was, so we could all see it standing in 
the reeds doing what Bitterns do best, looking skyward and trying to 
look like reeds themselves. 

Turning back down the path we came to the point opposite where 
we had such terrific views of the Marsh Harriers and saw them again. At 
one point we had both male birds flying very close to each other and not 
seeming at all territorial. This whole episode fascinated us and produced 
quite a discussion amongst the group, it was suggested by Ian that he 
send the question about two males feeding one female in to Bird 
Watching magazine, (other birding magazines are available). He has 
since done that but no definitive answer has yet been received. His 
question was printed in the magazine for AV&DCS though. It is well 
known that one male Marsh Harrier may support two, or sometimes 
even three, females, (although when it comes to feeding young, two 
broods is usually all he can manage to provision), but the reference 
books make no mention of two males feeding one female.  

All in all we had a wonderful day. The Levels had, as always, 
produced some excellent bird watching moments for us and we all went 
home very satisfied, if slightly mystified.  
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Name that plant! 
Mike Lock 

Many people, I’m sure, would like to know the names of the flowers that 
they see on their country walks. How to find them? This is the subject of 
a course that I have run for East Devon District Council’s Countryside 
Service for a few years now and I think it’s time I gave an outline to a 
wider audience.  
 
Books and Societies 

Clearly, the first thing you need is an identification guide. There 
are lots of them and the choice may be a bit bewildering. First, almost 
any guide uses at least some technical terms – they are a form, of 
shorthand – and you will need to have these explained. Any good 
identification guide will have a Glossary, which is a dictionary that 
explains what each technical term means, often with the help of 
illustrations.Make sure that the book you buy has a glossary.  

The ‘Bible’ for identifying British plants is Clive Stace’s New Flora 
of the British Isles, Third Edition. This is excellent for the specialist but it 
is big and heavy, and not really suitable for use in the field. It is big 
because it includes a large number of introduced species which only 
occur in a few places. There was a condensed version of the second 
edition but it is out of print, very scarce and expensive. Stace’s book 
replaced Clapham, Tutin & Warburg’s Flora of the British Isles of which 
the second edition is the best. A condensed version covering all the 
common species, The Excursion Flora of the British Isles, is still 
available second hand at minimal cost. A favourite with many people is 
Francis Rose’s The Wild Flower Key. If you want a fully illustrated book 
then Blamey and Grey-Wilson’s Illustrated Flora of Britain and Northern 
Europe is good. Alternatively, if you just want a book of illustrations you 
can always use Keble-Martin’s Concise British Flora in Colour. Keble-
Martin painted all British plants and his book sold in huge numbers – a 
copy may well lurk in your local charity shop. Another book of 
illustrations is Fitch and Smith’s Illustrations of the British Flora. This first 
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appeared well over 100 years ago and the last edition came out in the 
1940s. It is widely available second hand. The illustrations are line 
drawings and some people (including myself) colour in the illustrations 
in watercolour when they find the plant. Unfortunately the names are 
very out-of-date. 

You will notice that I haven’t 
included the numerous photo guides. 
Colour photographs are steadily improving 
but plants and flowers are very three-
dimensional objects that are often 
inadequately depicted in the limited focus 
of a camera. An exception is Roger 
Phillips’s Grasses, Ferns, Mosses and 
Lichens of Britain and Ireland which is 
certainly very useful for those ‘grassy’ 
things that many people find very 
confusing.  

 
Societies 

The main botanical society is the Botanical Society of Britain and 
Ireland (www.bsbi.org.uk) which publishes a newsletter and a journal 
and organises excursions in many parts of Britain. The Devonshire 
Association has a Botany Section which also organises many 
excursions each year. The BSBI publishes guides illustrated with line 
drawings, to some of the ‘difficult’ groups such as grasses, sedges, 
pondweeds etc. The Society also produces Atlases of the British Flora 
and data collection for the next, due in 2020, is already under way.  

 
Keys 

If you want to name a plant, other than by matching it to the 
pictures – not always reliable – you will have to learn to use a key. Most 
keys consist of pairs of alternatives (couplets). Choose one, and go on 
to the couplet indicated after your chosen answer. (E.g., 1. Flowers 
yellow.....2.  Flowers blue ...3). If you are looking At a yellow flower, 
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move on to couplet two; if it is blue, move on to couplet three - sooner or 
later you will arrive at a name. This where a picture book comes in 
useful, as you can then compare your plant with the picture and see if it 
looks much the same. This is by far the commonest style of key but you 
may meet others. One of my favourite identification books is Hayward’s 
A New Key to Wild Flowers which has lots of choices at each stage, 
only one of which is right. Small marginal illustrations help you to make 
the right choice. Unfortunately this book is now only available from the 
Field Studies Council (www.field-studies-council.org). They also 
produce a very useful plastic-laminated fold-out guide called ‘Describing 
Flowers’ which explains and illustrates the commoinest terms used in 
describing plants and their flowers.  

 
The most important plant families 

It’s worth trying to be able to recognise the commonest families of 
British flowering plants. Unfortunately some of the names of these have 
changed recently, mainly for tedious consistency. All plant family names 
are supposed to end in –aceae, but several, until recently, did not – a 
pleasing quirk. The main changes are: 
Asteraceae (Daisy family; formerly 
Compositae); Brassicaceae (Cabbage 
family; formerly Cruciferae); Poaceae 
(Grass family; formerly Gramineae); 
Lamiaceae (Mint family; formerly Labiatae); 
Fabaceae (Pea family; formerly 
Leguminosae); Apiaceae (formerly 
Umbelliferae). Other common families which 
it is useful to be able to recognise are: 
Sedges (Cyperaceae); Rushes (Juncaceae); 
chickweeds (Caryophyllaceae); buttercups (Ranunculaceae) and roses 
(Rosaceae). Space is limited here and I cannot go into the characters of 
each of the main families but I wish you luck in working them out! 
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The Meeth Quarry Reserve of the Devon 
Wildlife Trust 

Colin Walker and Bob Lugg 
This very large reserve, recently established by the Devon Wildlife 
Trust, is situated near the A 386 road between Hatherleigh and Great 
Torrington and is adjacent to the Tarka Trail. Travelling c 3.5 miles north 
of Hatherleigh in the direction of Great Torrington, the access road is on 
the left hand side, shortly after passing the sign for Meeth. There is a 
large area for car parking close to the 
entrance to the reserve.  

For nearly 100 years it was a series 
of ball clay quarries and mines. Recently It 
has been flooded, creating two large lakes. 
There are also piles of clay spoil, and 
adjoining ponds, woodland, bogs and 
grasslands. An impressive variety of 
habitats!. There are a number of remaining 
buildings, and an office was recently 
established here. 

On Sunday 27 July, Dave Smallshire 
led a joint meeting of the British Dragonfly 
Association and the Entomology Section of 
the Devonshire Association, looking for 
Dragonflies and Butterflies. As we headed towards the largest of the two 
lakes, the first striking observation was large numbers of our rarest 
butterfly, the Wood White. Meeth Quarry is an outstanding site for 
dragonflies and is the only one in North Devon where the Small Red 
Damselfly can be seen. Also present is the Scarce Blue Tailed 
Damselfly which, as its name suggests, is far from common! Many more 
species are to be found at this site and we had excellent views of a male 
Emperor Dragonfly patrolling its territory along with the stunning metallic 
green Emerald Damselfly basking in the sunshine on pond side 
vegetation. Dave Smallshire showed us how to distinguish between the 
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Common Blue Damselfly and the Azure Damselfly which are notoriously 
difficult to tell apart in the field. Good numbers of both species were 
seen. Butterflies were also well represented, the highlight being a colony 
of the Wood White. Our visit corresponded with the emergence of the 
second brood of this small delicate butterfly and many individuals were 
seen and photographed. Also seen were large numbers of Common 
Blue with the brilliant blue of the male being particularly eye-catching. 
Nectaring on shrubs lining the paths on the site were several Silver-
washed Fritillaries. Other species seen were more common ones − 
including Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown and Small Skipper. 

In this large area there are 
exciting possibilities for 
development to make it a key 
reserve of the Devonshire Wildlife 
Trust. Whilst some parts of it are 
already open to the public others 
are of restricted access. Certain 
areas are hazardous to walk in.  
The question of access can be 
discussed with the Warden.  

Further details about the 
Reserve can be found on the 
internet under 
www.devonwildlifetrust.org 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

AV&DCS possesses two hand-held GPS units. 
These may be borrowed by members if they have a valid 

use for them. 
Apply to the Chairman. 
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Seaton Bay madness – August 2014 
Mike Lock 

 
On 15 August I was alerted to some remarkable goings-on in Seaton 
Bay. The sea was said to be full of Mackerel and Whitebait with swarms 
of gulls feasting on them and people able to catch them with nets fom the 
shore. I had heard about past events like this one and, fancying a 
Mackerel or two for lunch, I dug out my fishing rod and heading down to 
the beach. Nothing much seemed to be happening as I tackled up but 
this impression was soon dispelled when I caught four Mackerel on my 
first cast. After three or four casts I had enough fish for lunch for us and 
for our neighbours, so I stopped fishing and just watched.  

Every now and then the sea would look as if it was boiling as the 
Mackerel chased the small fish fry up to the surface. The three-foot high 
breakers would wash lots of little silvery fish onto the shore. Not enough 
to collect for a dish of Whitebait, though! Whitebait are the young of fish 
of the Herring family – Sprats, Herring and Pilchards. There was also 
similar action further offshore, where the gulls were concentrated, flying 
excitedly to every area of disturbed water where the Mackerel were 
feeding, and scooping up the Whitebait for themselves. On several days, 
sometimes twice, a visiting Osprey would fly out and catch a Mackerel 
instead of its usual diet of Mullet from the Estuary. 

So why such a bonanza for the Mackerel and the gulls? I suspect 
that it may have something to do with the winter storms of 2013-2014. 
These stirred up the sea and, combined with the river floods from the 
heavy rain, led to lots of mineral nutrients – particularly nitrogen and 
phosphorus but also elements like calcium, silicon and iron − becoming 
available in the water. These would have encouraged the growth of 
phytoplankton (minute free-drifting plants) and, in turn, zooplankton (tiny 
free-drifting animals). Therefore there was plenty of food for the young 
fishes – and, in turn, plenty of food for the larger predatory fish like the 
Mackerel, and for me and the Osprey! 
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AXE VALE & DISTRICT CONSERVATION SOCIETY 

Registered Charity No. 266682 
Subscription Application/Renewal 

(for the year ending 30th September) 
To: Hon Treasurer, Mr Roger Ash, 37 Springfields, Colyford, E.Devon, EX24 6RE 
 
I/We* would like to join the Society*/renew our subscription*and pay  
£ …….  by Banker's Order (Banker's Order form enclosed) /Cheque* / PO*. 
I/we have not* received a copy of the latest Newsletter. 
(*Please delete as applicable) 

Minimum Subscription and Donation: 
●           £2.00 - Individual 
●           £3.00 - Two persons at the same address 
●           £0.50 - Junior (non-voting) member 
Name (In Block Capitals)…………………………………………Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms 
Address:…………………………………………………………………………….. 
……………………………………………………Postcode:……………………….. 
Telephone Number:…………………………………..Date:……………………….. 
(Please note that membership records are held in computerised form. If you 
 have any objection to your details being held in this way, please notify the Treasurer.  
 
Gift Aid Declaration: Completing a Gift Aid Declaration ensures that we can make 
 the most of your subscription/donation. 
I, Title………… Forename……………………..Surname…………………………… 
Address………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………Postcode…………………………. 
To The Axe Vale and District Conservation Society. Please treat all 
subscriptions/donations that I have made in the past four years and all future 
subscriptions/donations that I make from this date as Gift Aid donations until I notify 
you otherwise.. 
 
Signature………………………………………Date………………………. 
 
NB. In each tax year you need to pay enough Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax to 
cover the amount of tax that we shall be claiming. At present we claim 25p in every £1.  
Please let us know if you no longer pay enough tax, if your name or address  
changes, or if you wish to cancel this declaration.  
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LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES 
 
Mr R. Ash   37 Springfields, Colyford 
Mr R. Berreen   9 Rowan Drive, Seaton 
Mr D. Campbell   Wheatears, The Butts, Colyton  

(for Combpyne 
Dr C. Cannan    Knap House, Axmouth 
Mr. P. Clarke   78, Scalwell Lane, Seaton 
Mr P. Cook   8 North St., Axminster 
Mr D. Cox   21 Barnes Meadow, Uplyme 
Mr N. Croton   Gashay Farm, Hawkchurch 
Mr & Mrs R. Dark   Hillcrest, Broadhayes, Stockland 
Ms J. Dauncey   Wavertree, Market Place, Colyton 
Mr R.Dawe   Doulting, Kilmington 
Mr E.D.Gordon   Kincora, Beer Road, Seaton 
Mr S. Heighway   Mustons, Kilmington 
Mrs H. Horley   Tucker's Orchard, Dalwood 
Mr R. How   21, Burnards Field, Colyton 
Mrs J. LeGood   15 Lea Coombe, Axminster 
Mr R.J.Olliver   Lost Elms, 9 River View Close, Colyton 
Mr N.Yool   Forge Farm, Rock, Membury 
Mrs B. Pocock   3 Old Manor Gardens, Colyford 
Mrs P. Price   7 York Road, Seaton 
Mrs C. Sargent   Ruffles, Doatshayne Lane, Musbury 
Mrs A. Smith   18 Burnham Close, Seaton 
Mrs J. Stacey Buckthorn, Rocombe Cross, Axminster (for 

Raymonds Hill).  
Mrs E. Stonex Lydcote, Whitford Road, Kilmington 

Mr I. Waite   38 Durley Road, Seaton 

Mrs M. Waters   12 Talbot Road, Lyme Regis 
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